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As an alternative to null hypothesis significance testing (i.e., the traditional p-value), David
Trafimow developed the a priori procedure (APP) as a sensible and superior method for drawing
inferences to population parameters from sample statistics. The logic behind the APP can be
packaged as a series of steps to follow when conducting analyses in most procedures in the OOM
software.

Steps: 
1. An integrated model is created to explicate the structures and processes of the natural system

under investigation. As a consequence of the model, an hypothesis is put forth, a study is
designed, and a particular OOM analysis is decided upon. 

2. The closeness value and desired closeness proportion are chosen. There is no need to predict
or estimate the expected mean of the PCCs from the randomization test. Only the closeness
value and closeness proportion are needed. Suggested closeness values are 1%, 5%, or 10%.
Suggested proportions are 90%, 95%, or 99%. These values are suggested solely for the sake
of their familiarity to modern researchers. Other values can be freely and arbitrarily chosen. 

3. An initial guestimate is made with regard to the needed sample size. “Guestimate” is used here
because this process is not an exact science (nor need it be one). Suggested starting sample
sizes are 50, 100, or 200 cases, but much will depend upon the analysis technique, number of
orderings being analyzed, and the number of units of observation comprising the orderings.

4. A data set is created based on the starting sample size. The data set can be created in one of
three ways: 
a. Manually. The data are entered directly into the Data Edit window of the OOM software.

The data can be created to possess particular distributional properties, or the data can be
created haphazardly. 

b. Generate Random Observations. This option in the OOM software can be used to generate
any number of random observations. Real or integer values can be created with
approximate normal or uniform distributions. 

c. Generate Observations. Working with integer or binned real values, a large number of
observations that match an a priori distribution can be generated. 

5. The selected OOM analysis is conducted using the generated data set. The Randomization Test
option is selected with the desired randomization method, and the Save Randomized Results
option is selected to save the generated PCCs into a new data set. Any number of
randomization trials can be determined. Suggested numbers of trials are 1000, 5000, or 10000.

6. The mean of the saved, random-data PCCs is obtained from the Descriptive Statistics
procedure in the OOM software. 

7. Based on the mean and the closeness value, a range of PCCs is created, and the number of
random-data PCCs included in the range are tallied. This work is done in the Define
Orderings window of the OOM software. It is also important here to evaluate any a priori
expectations regarding the PCC. If for instance, a researcher considers an observed PCC of
65% to offer compelling evidence for the posited theory, and the mean of random-data PCCs
is also 65%, then the theory, methods, or analysis strategy is in need of rethinking. The
researcher may also revisit Step 2 and choose a different closeness value and proportion.

8. If the proportion of random-data PCCs in the closeness range is approximately equal to the
closeness proportion, then the current sample size is used for data collection. If the proportion
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of random-data PCCs in the closeness range is substantively less than the closeness
proportion, then a larger sample size needs to be tested. If the proportion of random-data
PCCs in the closeness range is substantively greater than the closeness proportion, then a
smaller sample can be tested. In these latter two instances, a new guestimate for the sample
size is selected by the researcher, and then Steps 4 through 8 are repeated until the proportion
of random-data PCCs in the closeness range is approximately equal to the closeness
proportion. 

Example

This example demonstrates that the APP will yield results in close proximity to actual data.
Using the Affective Realism study, the steps above were followed for a sample size of 45, a
closeness value of 5%, and a closeness proportion of 95%. One-hundred-eighty random values
with approximately uniform distributions across the 1 to 5 scale were created. Sixty distinct
values were then averaged into the positive, neutral, and negative affective ratings. These averages
corresponded to the ratings in the Affective Realism study. The study authors predicted the
following ordinal pattern among the ratings: Pos > Neu > Neg. Running the Ordinal Pattern
Analysis - Concatenated Orderings analysis in the OOM software on these contrived ratings,
yielded the following binned distribution of casewise PCCs from the randomization test:

   0.00 : 9.85  : [178]************
   9.86 : 19.86 : [618]*****************************************
  19.87 : 31.11 : [204]**************

As can be seen, 61.8% of the PCCs fell within the 5% range centered around the mean. The PCCs
for the Pos > Neg pairwise ordinal comparison yielded the following binned distribution:

 24.44 : 43.22 : [246]****************
 43.23 : 53.23 : [476]********************************
 53.24 : 73.33 : [278]*******************

As can be seen, 47.6% of the PCCs fell within 5% range centered around the mean. 

The authors of the Affective Realism study collected observations on 45 participants. Running
the Ordinal Pattern Analysis - Concatenated Orderings analysis in the OOM software on their
genuine data, yielded the following binned distribution of casewise PCCs from the randomization
test:

  2.22 : 11.48 : [219]***************
 11.49 : 21.49 : [588]***************************************
 21.50 : 35.56 : [193]*************

As can be seen, 58.8% of the PCCs fell within the 5% range centered around the mean. The PCCs
for the Pos > Neg pairwise ordinal comparison yielded the following binned distribution:

 26.67 : 44.78 : [272]******************
 44.79 : 54.79 : [469]*******************************
 54.80 : 71.11 : [259]*****************

As can be seen, 46.9% of the PCCs fell within the 5% range centered around the mean. 
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The closeness percentages for the contrived data in both distributions approximated the
percentages from the genuine data in the corresponding distributions (61.8% compared to 58.8%,
and 47.6% compared to 46.9%). The minimum and maximum values were also within five
percentage points across the contrived and genuine data distributions. These results therefore
support using the APP-inspired steps above for planning sample size, keeping in mind that the
goal in OOM is to argue for the plausibility of one’s theory. The goal is not to precisely estimate a
population parameter as is done with traditional significance testing. Pursuing such a goal would
require drawing a random sample and attending to important quantitativity and distributional
assumptions. The appropriate APP formula could then be used in determining sample size or
drawing conclusions from an empirical study. With OOM the goal is to draw an inference to best
explanation, and patterns in the data, PCC indices, and exact replication all far exceed the
randomization test in importance. 
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